Hinduism [Sanatanism previously] by far is the oldest religion in
the world. Kishore Kumar Ganguly hails from a Hindu family
and a grade one Brahmin by birth. He performed son Amit’s
THREAD CEREMONY with utmost sincerety and submission
alongwith eldies Ashoke Kumar and Anup Kumar in Bombay.
But when it came to devotion, he harboured humanism over
religion and communal bias, loved to remain as son of the soil. A
reflection of this can be seen in the musical play released in 1986 RAKHAAL CHANDRA MATAAL [The drunken shepherd].
Kishoreda had obviously drawn the character Duley
Baagdi (Rakhaal’s father) from none other than Sarat
Chandra Chatterjee who was actually housed in between
Baagdi-para and Roopnarayan River (now shrunk) in
Deulti, Howrah district_my ancestral village where dear
father breathed his last on 22nd August 1995 (“Mere liye na
aansoo bahana…”/No.1043 D/RUKHSAT/was being aired by
DOORDARSHAN that afternoon and it is not a nutcracker tale but a fact
I’ve just typed).

The West Bengal Govt. has declared the
unique structure as a Heritage building on the 23rd of
January 2008, the auspicious date Netaji was born. It
shall be a sin if I let go my list without two rare, unreleased Bhazans: “Jamuna ke teer Raadhe chori
chori jaaye, sun bansi Kaanha ki raha nehin jaaye/No.1097/Nerurkar only/JAMUNA KE TEER/ &
“Baaje baaje, baaje re kahin bansooriyaan”/No.1080 & 1111/Nerurkar & Dhiman/SUHANA GEET/.
Critics cooked up stories about you but honestly sir, could you cook? >

THE EIGHTH & the pair of offbeat reasons I love K:

(i) He loved to bite into the gourmatic Mutton of
the Biryani plate (only to be relished of late)-my
culinary daydream! Kishoreda might have fallen in
love with the line- ‘I am pleased to meet you; I have
meat to please you.’ 'Flavour'-gusted, I’ve titled the
dish KISHORE CARNIVAL. Whenever I go to the local mart and the freshly slaughtered raw delicacy
goes scarce at the butcher’s, I mumble: ‘meat’ na mila re man ka. [SUPERSTARS KA JALWA was one among the host of
reality shows broadcasted by either SONY or STARPLUS in 2010 and Mr. Amitabh Bachchan was asked to dedicate a song close to his heart to his
better-half (this applies even sizewise). The superstar dedicated all the songs from ABHIMAAN.]

(ii) He’s soothing to the ears & pleasing to the eyes. EMI & ODION group had
jointly ventured on a compilation way back in 1971: KISHORE KUMAR - CHIOCEST
FILM SONGS. Inarguably, this is the best ever frame squeezing off on K sporting a
red Punjabi & a white pyjama with his sprawling Bungalow forming a majestic
backdrop. I think a song clicks well with the L.P.cover: “Aaiye aap ko main apni
Bungley ki shair karaaoon”/No.272 D/JORU KA GHULAAM/. Being a passionate
lover of Nature, he dreamed of a home at Khandala. My heart reaches out with gratitude to
Mr.Derek Bose/METHOD IN MADNESS/, we are lucky with a lovely layout of the Legend & the
Landscape. Draped in a dhooti-pyjama holding a flute in hand and above all sporting a Babu-moshaae
look, he strikes a remarkable resemblance with the young monk Swami Vivekananda. The snap
happened during the shooting of DOOR KA RAHI (1971): a poignant, semi-autobiographical,
pleasantly piquant picture in motion - “Panthi hoon main us path ka, anth nehin jiska”/No.204 D/, a
tune that touches upon Tagore (potheyr shesh kothaae, kee achchey sheshey potheyr) in a translucent way.
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Saat samunder paar
se chchor ke Pardes
ko TINKU chala
apne Des ko…/582N
/TINKU(1977)/.

< Baahon ke ghere mein mausam bahaar ka, diwana laya thha NAZRANA PYAR KA.
The rarest of the rare, double autographed sketch of Kishoreda during recording of RAKHAAL CHANDRA MATAAL.
Courtesy: sound recordist Raja Mukherjee on behalf of KHONJ KHABOR/20March2007telecast/.
The room up extreme left dear dad breathed his last. A structural similarity between the two ancestral relics stimulates the charm in me.

K usually kept himself from being a regular at parties, albeit he graced some. Exists a FILMFARE
spread arc lighting the arrival of a flamboyant K embarking from his car and being welcomed by an
equally hungry horde of paparazzi feasting on the beaming celebrity. Exists also a song arriving at an
excellent fusion with the photograph: “Rahi thha main awara, phirta thha maara maara, tere sahar
mein aa kar ek din chamka taqdeer ka taara”/No.583D/SAHIB BAHADUR/-with Madan Mohan
marinating the lyric with music. It’s so true Kishoreda - “Tere jaisa mukhra to pahle kabhi dekha
nehin saari duniya dekha maine”/No.1024 D/PYAR KE KABIL/. Thus it’s high time a photo-feature
encompassing all leading lensmen under its wing like
Mr.Taayeb Badshah, Sadananda
Golatkar,
Indrajit
Aurangabadkar,
D.R.Yadav,
Rajiv Basu (Hope ‘86), Durga
Prasad etc. bask in the lime-light
because I believe memory is a
unique thing that takes birth,
matures and then attains
immortality--especially
when
the person turns out to be
Kishore Kumar. Had the
Jhumroo been around, would
have mischievously gestured at
the idea perhaps with starry
grey eyes sparkling behind
rimmed
glasses:
‘Bangroo
Golatkar—muh latkaa kar kyun
khada hain paapey? Mere
chitra kheechne ka jab itna kasht
uthaaya hain, to zara woh
chitra poorie-tarah chchaapne
ka thoda sa kasht…mera
matlab hain mil-jul ke aur bhi
uthaa le na! Mera matlab hain
shakl meri, camera teri. To phir
main ‘pose’ doon, aur tum
kheencho…aa ye ii yeii, teeree
reyiee
hi
teeree
reyieeyebroooahaaa!!!’
Lovelorn, I have framed my
favourite room in his memory
my own small way and named
it THE GANGULY GALLERY
because, ‘Every photograph is
Barthes - CAMERA LUCIDA/.
a certificate of presence’/Roland
There resides in that five and a
half feet frame (I have a Lifesize in my gallery) a boy who
lays him down like a bridge on
my troubled water: Jidhar dekhoon Teri tasveer nazar aati hain! It is my self-designed recharge room
whenever I feel low. I sit on my cane-chair quietly and then the Godly face golden voice does it
silently; He gives his Angel smile from all around making a 5.1 channel home theatre effect on my
depression and I feel tranquil. This is my personal K therapy.
Irony is the most formidable of a humourist’s weapons and this very weapon empowered my
NINTH REASON behind loving the prodigy. Kishoreda is one of that rare tribe with an aweinspiring capacity to act his humour out through brilliant facial expressions. Catching his audience
off-guard with a surprise cameo appearance in the middle of a Dharam-starrer, Kishoreda goes on to
make his humourous presence felt on the silver screen enacting the beastly priest on a wild goosechase after earthly pleasures: “Guni jano re, bhakt jano Hari-naam se naata re joro bhai…NagadNarayan ki jai jai bolo bolo, Jagat-Narayan ko chchodo re/No.166 D/AANSOO AUR MUSQAAN
(1970)/. Here’s another piece of ‘Heaven’ from his home production: “Phir suhaani shaam dhali, phir
barh chali be kalee”/No.391 D/BARTI KA NAAM DAARI (1974)/and the shot spot: GAURI KUNJ! It
will be senile to single out someone famous, as there are always names behind as workforce.
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My bowhead retrospect to those who recognized, groomed, promoted, supported, catapulted him
into the league of Legends and helped KISHORE KUMAR happen! It was Hemant Kumar whose
composition: “Woh shaam kuchh azeeb thhi”/No.160 D/KHAMOSHI/topped THE ALL INDIA
OPINION POLLS on the 4th of August 2005. Then it was BHARAT RATNA (2001) Lata Mangeshkar,
who has approximately 337 duets with ‘Da’, considers him Sampoorn Kalakaar. When approached by
SONY for SHAHRUKH PRESENTS K, came a unique reaction: “Tere bina zindegi se koi shikwa
nehin”/No.2099 D/AANDHI (1975)/ and on the Legend’s 80th birth anniversary to the television
channel VOICE OF INDIA & FM Radio: Agar Kishoreda maskare (comedian) na hotey to woh Taansen
se bhi bade gayak thhey/Transmitted on the 4th of August 2009/.Therefore guni jano re bhaktjano, there
came only one class of an Indian who practically practised to perfection the
‘con’fusion between fun and ‘Taan’: “Naanch na jaane kahe aangan
terha”/No.2567 D, 2630 N/ZAMANA(1985), choreographed on Rishi Kapoor &
Katthak maestro Gopi Kishen. The very mention of katthak brings the fond
memory of mom & a hair raising haunting melody the title song of GHUNGROO
KI AWAAZ(1981) brings forth./No.734 D, 731 N/. Lata took pains to compose two
lovely Bengali moderns only for him in 1974: a. Ami nei/No.2598 D/, b. Taarey ami chokhey
dekhini/No. 2599 D/, personally interviewed him at LONDON’s famous WATERGATE HOTEL on
behalf of B.B.C. in 1983 (youtube), all the time introduced him on stage as a versatile artiste and an
affectionate brother who’s just 1 month 24 days ahead of her. As the earthly sister dedicates four
songs as Shraddhanjali (HMV) to the Immortal with a heart-touching anecdote, I believe ‘Da’ still
blesses her from his Heavenly abode with: “Phoolon ka taaron ka sab ka kahna hain, ek hazaaron me
meri bahna hain, saari umar humein sang rahna hain”/No.214 D/YAADON KI BARAAT/, although
he could not make it to the last line of his promise! We’ve a sequence in which Lata sings the
tantalizing “Tere bina jiya jaye na” with Kishoreda joining her with a sizzling one-liner at the end:
/No.2159 D/GHAR/. A sequel can be sensed in “Chanda O Chanda”/No.2016 D/LAAKHON MEIN
EK/ where Lata joins this lakhon mein ek kalakaar with a similar at the end. Both highlight my
favourite dozen duets. The third enlisted is an Antiquated one: “Pukaro, mujhe phir pukaro, mere
dil ke aaine mein zulfein aaj sanwaaron/No.2033 D/BUNIYAAD/. Temptation prompts me flash a
fourth one: “Panna ki tamanna hain ke Heera mujhe mil
jaayien”/No.2060 D/HEERA PANNA/. Fortunately, this emerald
of the Evergreen escaped an eclipse. Omigosh! I love the duo so
profoundly, can’t help pumping-in a fifth one: an urforgettable
Amitabh Bachchan—Rakhi Gulzar screen space pristinely
choreographed in: “Apne pyar ke sapney sach huye”/No.2189
D/BARSAAT KI EK RAAT (1981) bilingual/. My parents were on
a tour to Darjeeling in 1979 where the shooting took place and
mom was just lucky with the location.
Source: en route Darjeeling amateur mobile photography by my B.A. student Master Chayan >

One among my colleagues Mr.Arnab Dey gave me a somewhat startling account (the authenticity is
subject to authentication) of Tere bina… on 16th September 2011 I’ve never heard before. In those days
people in Kokrajhar had B/W television sets. AFRICA LIVE was on DOORDARSHAN, the only channel
available and Kishoreda sang Tere bina jiya jaye na on stage! The reason could be the agony inside
his heart at the merciless scissoring of his version from the audio track. All right, lemme heave half
the dozen and relieve self: “O mere saathi re, pyaase pyaase madbhare se pal hain aaj suhaane,
izzazat ho to chchedoon pyar ke kuchch main fasaane”/No.2279 Dhiman, 2308 Nerurkar/AAKHIRI
BADLA (1989) music-Salil Choudhury lyric-Yogesh bilingual, late release SPX 05268 CBS cassette/
should have been picturised for history’s sake on porcelain-skinned Japanese Mata Hari miss Hisako
Kato & Mithunda but did not materialize. . .

. . . and the gem slipped into obvilion >
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TUMSA NAHIN DEKHA: Here K tributed & contributed Sammi Cinema in a musically expressive succession.

The old monk & the young hunk
I love Japan because Swami Vivekananda loved Japan and Kishoreda worshipped Swami…so much
so that, he had enshrined the young monk in his bedroom, always kept the Vaani below the pillow.
ZEE BANGLA SA RE GA MA PA on the Monk’s birthday telecast (the12th of January 2010 Tuesday
9.30pm) gave me a rare insight of the soor-sensitive Swamiji. The incident took place in a friendly
jalsa where he was at the receiving end of a traumatic vocal volcano! Suddenly Swamiji rose, placed
his thumb on the singer’s mouth and left the place immediately just because he couldn’t stand his
manhandling of melody any longer. There appeared a newsclip in THE ASSAM TRIBUNE dated july1,
2011 Friday which bore a heading ‘Hunchback Mithun’: Doing the most intricatedance steps in
elaborately choreographed sequences was never a problem for GunMasterG-9. But playing Saint
Ramakrishna Paramhansa, guru to that great thinker, swami Vivekananda in the 1995 film of that
title, directed by GV Iyer, proved to be the toughest challenge of his life. “The toughest challenge was
to get the physicality of the character right. Saint Ramakrishna paramhansa was not a muscled man
like me, so I had to get into a different physical shape. That was not as tough as what I had to do after
that. Paramhansa was a shorter man than me, so I had to slouch throughout the film. In one long
sequence, I had to slouch for so long that I coughtn’t straighten my back after that for days. I walked
around hunchbacked. It was frightening because I thought I’d never lose the hunch. This was
physically the most taxing scene that I had ever done.”[Inset - Mithun the Indian, the Western & the Asian!!!]

The Eternal SDX: TERE MERE MILAN KI YEH RAINA
God! Such wonderful wordsmiths they had to fall back on. [HOPE’86: KOLKATA YUVA BHARTI STADIUM, SALT LAKE CITY]
And then: CHANDA DEKHEY CHANDA TO WOH CHANDA SHARMAAE
These Heavenly lyrics formed a halo hovering over the sacred singers thus scripting History.

Kumar Sanu had rightly sung: Jo pyar kar gaye woh log aur thhey; dil me utar gaye woh log aur thhey!
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Lata used to tie Rakhi to her affectionate Kishoreda every year. About Lata it is said, ‘Swayam
Saraswati jinki awaaj mein baithi huyiee ho!’ (Goddess Saraswati has Her abode in her voice) and
then about Kishoreda also it is said, ‘Saraswati ke var putra’ (the blessed Son of Saraswati): Amaro to
gaan chhilo saadh chhilo money, Saraswatir charan chhuyein thhhakbo jibaney – I think this solo
from Bengali movie DOLON CHAMPA [Lyric – Pulak Banerjee, Music – Kanu Bhattacharjee] best fits his
fate. Like a true Brahmin, he worked on a song as worship—as if possessed otherwise such a dropdead dedication is not feasible and this is the hallmark of a Heavenly voice. Another classic menhir
sculpted at the right time in history by the famous ‘KISHOLATAMIX’ just before the advent of the
deadly ‘REMIXEPIDEMIX’ is: “Chanda dekhe chanda to chanda sharmaae”/No.2262 D/JHOOTHI
(1985) M: Bappi Lahiri L: Maya Govind/a sweet variation of the evergreen Tere mere Milan ki yeh raina.
Among Dhamadham geet as K levelled them, my heart throbs for the RDX Jab jab dekhoon main teri taraf
dil dhak se dhadak jata hain, aati hain udke ek chingari shola bhadak jata hain /TAKKAR/. AKAASH BANGLA
TV’s debut episode on K (13th October 2006 Friday 10pm) opened our senses on yet another class of a
semi-classic with Lata: “Kaise dekhoon meri ankhon ke bahut paas ho tum”/No.2280 D, 2313
N/BHAROSA/. It is love in myriad forms that binds Lata, Kishore, Rahul, Gulzar and this antique
audio is a burning example. A tune from Bappi Lahiri very delicately & distinctly explains this
relationship – “Rahe na rahe chahe hum aur tum, charche jahaan mein hamare rahenge”/No.2281 D,
2311 N/EK LADKI BADNAAM SI - 7 EPE 7039 EP (HMV) movie not released/. Dear reader, allow me
conclude on Lata – the flip side of the K coin with a self-explored quiz: name the unique duet
towards the end of which Lata fails to suppress a blush at an irresistible K prank the recordist loved
to retain? The answer is: “Badi cheez hain pyar mohabbat aisi taisi jhagrey ki”/ No.1980 D/CHACHA
ZINDABAAD/. Thus you see, Tota Maina ki kahani to kabhi purani ho hi nahi sakti!
< The Last Slide Together: Dilber jani chali hawa mastani haanste khelte guzrey yeh zindegani…

Relationship played a pivotal role in K classics, for example “Lamha lamha
faasle kam huye ja rahe”/No.841 D/DOOSRI DULHAN (1983) 2392 416 LP MIL in this class of a solo too, only the audio segment is rich in its fullness. One
whole paragraph goes missing in the video/. Climbing down to the younger
sister, among my most favourites there is one horse-n-buggy Mithun moment galloping out of R.D.’s
stable gaining momentum: “Adho alo chhayatey kichhu bhalobashatey”/No.2707 D, 2781
N/KALANKINI KANKABATI(1981), B&W and Bengal legend Uttam Kumar Chatterjee’s last venture as
well/. The undiluted Hindi version emanates from GHUNGROO KI AWAAZ (1981): “aankhiyon ka
kajra”/No.1677 D, 1707 N/. My late father and a college lecturer used to maintain diary. He was a
great lover of Tagore & Indian Classical Music with sound knowledge on Raga. A month after his
demise, the diary hit my hand. I was flabbergasted to find one full length of a Bengali Modern in
dad’s handwriting: “Haoa, megh saraaye phool jharaaye jheeri jheeri ele bohiyaa”/ No.2629 D/. Tears
tumbled down my cheeks. The Hindi version of this solo yet to be enlisted in either of the
encyclopaedia is: “Pawan gungunaaye, itraaye, nazaare yeh laaye”/unreleased/. I am greatful to
Mr.Jaydeep Raut for enriching me with this information. Among Hindi, father favoured a different
chord: “Kahaan tak yeh man ko andhere chchalengey, udaasi bhare din kabhi to
dhalengey”/No.651 D/BAATON BAATON MEIN/. I was lucky to lately tune-in to ZEE BANGLA SA RE
GA MA PA 2010’s Tuesday 9.30pm telecast on 19th January where Amitdada spilled another golden
bean from father’s treasury. He did it after someone sang the 1986 Puja number Shei raatey raat chhilo
purnima: Ae mere humsafar humnashi, dil pukare tujhe tu kahan? This Hindi version was written
earlier according to him. I have information from cousin Rajarshi and a few friends that Amit Kumar
and one contastant came up with two or three more unreleased gems, but I
haven’t been lucky with the show each time.

Nainon mein Darpan [darkglass] hain darpan mein Koyiee [my sister Lata]… >
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I’m penning my
passion
for
the
Legend
with
a
humble ANURODH
to the Maharastra
Govt: "Hmmm...Aate
jaate
khubsoorat
awaara sadkon pe
kabhi kabhi ittefaq se
kitney haseen GAURI KUNJ mil jaate hain, un mein se kuchch
log bhool jaate hain, kuch yaad rah jaate hain"/No.543 D/that I have the honour to place before you an earnest request to bestow upon the Bungalow the status
of an Archive or to trod upon a rather optimistic line, a Heritage building since visiting
GAURI KUNJ, Kalakaar Kishore Kumar Ganguli Marg, Juhu-tara Road, Mumbai - 400 049
is no less a pilgrimage for many a music-loving soul.

The BEATLES have one in London, Jakie Chan is having a museum dedicated to him in Shanghai,
Elvis Prisley has another in Grace-land with his private aircraft properly cared after--makes us
ponder over the plight of CHALTI KA NAAM GAARI CPV 65 Vintage rusting way beyond recovery!
To melody is to mankind & without it, llife becomes a melodrama. In plainspeak, we cannot live
without music. Dekho yeh mere bandhe haat[Bengali version ‘Tobu boley keno sahasaai theme gyale’
lipped by the great Uttam Kumar & Hindi by The Millennium Star] – the cause behind my quoting the
solo is, there are times when I find myself as a lonely sorry faced crusader. I know exactly how it
feels to be at the end of one’s tether. Thus the pertinent question in this context carries the same
weight as Mr. Amitabh Bachchan’s on environment thrown at an iifa awards event probably in
Thailand: ‘If not us, who? If not now, when? It is only then, that
we will be able to stand tall and boast—yes, we’ve finally given
him the much awaited love, otherwise: “Pyar kya hain main kya
janoon pyar mujhe ab tak na mila”/No.2834 D, 1116 N/DARPOK M:
Anu Malik, movie not released. Thanks, KHONJ KHABOR for the 26.06.2008
episode on K/. One more thing—we want the re-release with

those extra lengths please that were originally left on the cutting
room floor so that fans worldwide can be looped back in for
their complete satisfaction.
< Babu Samjho ishaare horn pukare pom pom!
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If we look at our reel-life luminaries no matter which state they
belonged, it is Bombay the dream destination which has
provided them with a platform to attach their ladders to and fly
the plane of gratifying endeavour. Talent alone can trot to
nowhere until & unless it is given an affectionate thrust and it
is Maharastra state which is a cut above the rest in the map. I
thereby request all my planetM pals to fan out and spread the
message and on behalf of them ardently appeal to the mighty
Mumbaikars—Lata Mangeshkar, Dev Anand, Dilip Kumar,
Amitabh Bachchan, Rajesh Khanna, Asha Bhonsle, Sachin
Tendulkar, the Kapoor family, Mithunda the ex Mumbaikar,
Munnabhai M.B.B.S., Govinda, Shahrukh, Amir, Saif &
Salman Khan and all the legend trippers from all walks of life
who really care and whom this count failed to cover – no
matter which field they belong, to make an earnest effort to
relocate & rub the long lost Magic Lamp and spare the half
alighted ‘Genie’ to zillions of listeners worldwide who dream
him: Mera geet adhura hain koyiee bikhre taar saja de!
Published in The Telegraph booklet days after the disaster ^
It is an immortal duet with the grand dame of Indian music
Lata Mangeshkar from incomplete and almost decomposed
SUHANA GEET(1968) later recomposed as a solo by Kishoreda
for his last production MAMTA KI CHHAON MEIN (1989)/page
461, song No.06 Nerurkar, Gayatri Publication/. The
compositional beauty seems to reflect the cardiovascular
attack of fate on the cut short creativity of the versatile genius
and the yearnings of an ever awaiting soul. So please, do
something before the unheard Kishoreda is nibbled by time
and remain as a forgotten folklore leaving the painstakingly
placed entries perpetually perch on the pages of two historic encyclopaedias like the remains of an
ancient hamlet on a hilltop. About his unreleased side Mr. Sanjay Sengupta was quoted as saying
that at intervals, an eager Kishoreda used to enquire/10pm’s KHONJ KHABOR – 10th July 2007 AKAASH
BANGLA TV/. Regarding the third-generation ‘singing
sensations’ who play a distant third fiddle: there’s so much to
run after the Central Sun, I run out of time for constipation
about the constellation. The only line I would like to add here
has already been added by the Legend long back: “Saikdo
Kishore yahaan (did he mean the seeds of self he had already sown within
the celebration tribe called us who are spread all over the world just before
departure?),

saikdo Lata, bin dekhe chalega tumhein kis tarha
pata? Tulsidas kayiee hain, kayiee Tagore hain yahaan…na
roop dekhiye na naam dekhiye, jo dekhiye to aadmi ka kaam
dekhiye”/No.377 D/ SAMJHAUTA [compromise]/Bappi Lahiri,
in retrospect commented thus/ZEE NEWS, 4th August
2006/KABHI ALVIDA NA KAHNA/2p.m. special programme. /:
‘Mama made it a point to demand one recorded cassette in
advance alongwith a brief about the hero or else, he won’t
commit. He did thus in order to dive into the character and
mould his voice accordingly’ & the result? I leave it upon you
to decide--just get an access to the video in which Jakie Shroff
lips a lullaby to the baby: “Mere munna, mere chanda, sunder
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rajkumar”/No.1006 D/DILJALA (1987) Music Bappi Lahiri/ and then watch the same Jakie lamenting
over his lost love: “Baad muddat ke hum tum mile”/No.1010 D/KAASH… (1987)Music-Rajesh Roshan/,
you’ll get the answer! Bappida in this interview cited an example from his Bollywood inspiration of
Walk Like An Egyptian - ‘When Mama learned that the hero is an all-muscle Dharam junior, he
immediately toned-up his tune accordingly’: “Chori chori yun jab ho aankhen chaar”/No.1037
D/PAAP KI DUNIYA/. Many might have forgotten about another achievement of Bappi with Ashadi
& Kishoreda: “Kishoredada Khandwawaale aap bhi gaaiye na”/ No.1890 D/COMMANDO/, besides
being able to rope-in both the Legends Kishoreda & Amitabh Bachchan for “Jahaan chaar yaar mil
jaaye wohi raat ho gulzar”/No.1135 D/SHARAABI/. Commented a delighted Kishoreda at the
recording: ‘Bappi, too ne mujhe classical singer bana daala’ during “Log kahte hain main Sharaabi
hoon”/No.1809 D/ SHARAABI/. 25 years have passed by since he bade us a sudden adieu; still we
halt by his songs as we pass by! My only regret over Kishore the Great-- he risked his health heavily
on jumpy numbers, thus exhausting a twice-attacked heart [first time in 1980 & second time in 1981].

Aisa kuchh karke chal yahaan pyare Dilon mein tere Yaad Rahe
Jahaanwalon ke Hothon pe tera Fasana Tere Baad Rahe (SAWAAL)
And our million dollar question is…but why so early sir?

A warning occured to none of his wellwishers that it was already high time he got selective. May be
we could have done something at least for a born-talent who, even in his late fifties seems as agile as
ever delivering: “Sheeshe ki umr pyale ki”/No.1054 D/PREM PRATIGYA (1989)/and “Tanha main
akeyla, toota taara koi”/No.1055 D/SACHCHE KA BOL BALA (1989)/K’s last solos for Mithun & Jakie
as well. Both released but by then K became a distanced star light-years from our earthly touch.

< Tanha main akeyla, toota taara koi…why KATI yeh anokha PATANG to become the pole star?

Alas! May be we could have slowed the star that appears once a
millennium and bask under its light for at least another 40 years to
come: “Samay tu dheere dheere chal, saari duniya chchor ke
peechche aage jaoon nikal--main to aage jaoon nikal”/No.1591
D/KARM/.May Swami Ramdev belonged to the golden era and
linked the Legend to longevity! My superlatives fail to detail the
star that had so much for us in store. Really, Kishoreda: “Jab tak
maine samjha jeevan kya hain, jeevan beet gaya”/No.781 D/VEEGI
PALKEIN/and this time there was no KBC lifeline left to bank upon.
This bitter pill of reality tastes so bitter to swallow, even your sugar
coat of yodelling fails to sweeten.
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It’s a death that has brought draught in the monsoon of
music: “Rimjhim girey saawan sulag sulag jaaye man, bheege
aaj is mausam mein lagi kaisi yeh man”/No.670
D/MANZIL/became "Tum jab se gum ho gaye kho gayi har
khushi ban gayi bojh yeh hamari zindagi"/No.1090
D/KHUSHI (Movie not released) M-Ashit Ganguly, LYogesh/45 NLP 3033 (LP), H.M.V./. Here again, the vibrancy of
the vocal refrain which the monsoon song begins with is painfully absent on the
audio track, exists on the movie track only. Bappi shock-talks: ‘why did you have
to go?’ Want to smell the song that brought tears in nephew’s eyes? Its “Tumi amar Asha”/ No.2784
D/ASHA O BHALOBASHA/K4K/and nephew’s favourite of Mama? Well, it’s “Eei to jeebon…Bearer,
chalaao phoaara…Gin, Sherry, Champagne, Rum”/No.2710 D/OGO BODHU SUNDARI/. Here,
his‘high’ness reminds us of R.D.’s “Ek taanete jemon temon, dui taanete rugi” (95% of this
composition took place at FILM CENTRE STUDIO with Kishoreda, R.D., assistant Swapan
Chakraborty and the unit – Amit Kumar ZEE BNLA SA RE GA MA PA 2010 30-12-2009
9.30pm/No.2717 D/TROYIEE/, reminds us also of King Comedian Keshto Mukharjee’s last
appearance, and above all, Kishoreda’s inimitable style! Thus its payback time to the playbacks and
clock ticks on the execution, not exhasperation—before the Great’s latent legacy (I mean the
Unreleased, the Antiquated & the partially released like Gulzar’s Rishtey bas rishtey hote hain in
GEHRAAI/No.688 D/) greases out of heir’s palm to some inheritors who cannot value it, unleashing
the same to fans bereaved must gain momentum as much water has flowed down our sacred Ganges
since the maestro gave the world something new posthumously. “Geeton mein mere Ganga ki
dhaara, saat suron mein bahe re jag saara”/No.790 D/GEET GANGA (1982)/. This solo itself explains
my LAST REASON behind loving the entire range of K which infact is NATIONAL PROPERTY.
< Noah’s ark beckons Music’s Maverick Monark…

We’ve only seen the tip of the iceberg that is
fast melting. Any further delay will imperil
the relic videos like Junoon-e-ishq and so will
the rest of the unreleased assets. Why I feel
so alarmed is because this golden voice to the
trillions of fans like me synonyms Ganga Jal –
a mere drop of which can purify an ambiance
of its pollutants and for God’s sake, no
tampering with the tune please because no
imitation can hold candle to the Emperor’s
Originals: “Koyiee na tere pahle ththi na
tere baad hogi, jab tak yeh dil hain is dil
mein teri yaad hogi”/No.649 D/AMAR DEEP/.
Since him countless have flourished and perished besides, when we remember a person he is never
gone. There exists another fact stranger than fiction—It was Leena, Kishore Kumar’s surviving wife,
who was the first to notice. It was a raven (Bhutan’s sacred bird!) It visited the
Bungalow every noon and would not fly away when shooed. It came to rest on
the back of a chair or a clothes rod or whatever was convenient. It also cawed.
It looked as though the crow was calling someone. This happened several
months after the death of Kishore Kumar. The crow was so regular that Leena
grew used to its presence. Later she offered it morsels of food. She then made
an unusual discovery. The crow refused to eat certain kinds of food.
Surprisingly, these included almost all that K had generally shunned. For
instance, it refused ham, which K too never liked. /drawn upon Kishore Valicha:
THE DEFINITIVE BIOGRAPHY: PENGUIN page-250/.
We may call it gaan snaan >
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I’m ‘watch’ing…

I’m tearfully sure that with your last venture, you still bless all of us from your
Heavenly abode (or mere sapno ki Geetanjali tu, are you reborn?…lena hoga janam humein kayiee kayiee baar???) :
“Teri zeevan gaari yunhi chalti chale, jo chaahe manzil wahi tujhko mile--tu phoole
phale, abaad rahe, apno ko kabhi mat bhool na re”/No.1052 D, 1052 N/MAMTA KI
CHCHAON MEIN (1989) music Kishore Kumar lyric Hasrat Jaipuri SFLP 1281 LP T-Series/.

With a wish to be born a clairvoyant, I salute you my AWAAZ KE DUNIYA KE DOST
And thus conclude my English for the August born.
Thank you for SMARANIKA Nilam Basumatary – lecturer, Cachar College. Same goes to Jay Mandal – Manas Tiger Reserve.
12th January 2012 Thursday: on the holy occasion of Swami Vivekananda’s 150th Birth Anniversary let Kishoreda’s blessings shower upon us.

With love from Assam Listen to the attachment: why I love Kishore Kumar – the Theme tune.

It is said that one
picture is worth
a thousand words.
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Ek din bik jayega mati ke mol, jag mein rah jayenge pyare tere bol
Duje ke hothon ko de kar apne geet, koyiee nishaani chhod phir duniya se dol
[Your version of this ever beautiful melody was ruthlessly ripped off the LP track - how can we ever forgive that?]
Layout source: Mukul Dutt’s EK DIN PAKHI UREY JABEY.
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O yaara tu pyar se hain pyara : Kaash…!!!
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I can also b reached thru facebook or tweeter – but the upper reaches? Hope my humble appeal will reach ‘em…
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Dekha ek khwaab to yeh silsiley huye
Door tak nigahon mein hain gul khiley huye
QUIZ:-By now we know that the Nightingale’s tail was tailored by the Maverick Messiah and was mercilessly scissored off the Audio track:
TERE BINA JIYA JAYE NA, BIN TERE TERE BIN SAJNA SAANS MEIN SAANS AAYE NA /No.2190 N/GHAR(1978)/.
Any idea which extraordinary movie picked that priceless piece as part of its Background?
ANSWER:-KAHAANI [2012].
Aaj milantithir poornima chand Mochchaae Andhakaar orey gaan geye ja, ja sur diye ja - anek diner harano sukh pelam re abaar/No.2686 N/PRATISHODH (1981)/

Na puchcho koyiee humein Kishoreda ka Ghar ka pata - agar zidd pakkad hi lete ho to phir mujhe Da ke
Anokhi andaz mein bas yehi kahna hain, ke Mere khayaal mein Platform ke zara uss taraf hain! >

< 4th August 2012, Saturday 5:35pm.
Ma ka pyar Bahan ka pyar kabhi kabhi Dulhan ka pyar
Tere pyar ke rang hazaar O Basanti rani [15645 LTT – GAU]…

[THE END]

Born Blessed?!
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